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Abstract. The influence of buoyancy on the length-scales for the dissipation rate of kinetic energy, 
and for momentum, heat, and other scalar transport has to be known for subgrid-scale (SGS) 
models in a large-eddy simulation (LES). For the inertial subrange, Lilly (1967) has shown that 
grid spacing is the relevant length-scale for SGS effects. Deardorff (1980) proposed to reduce all 
the length-scales for stable stratification. Numerical and experimental data show, however, that 
the dissipation length-scale may strongly increase in stable layers with little shear. Lumley's (1964) 
theory for the energy spectrum in a stratified fluid also suggests uch an increase. In this paper we 
apply the analysis of previous algebraic second-order closure SGS models, parameter studies with 
different length-scale models in LES, and the analysis of direct simulations of sheared and 
unsheared stably stratified homogeneous turbulence. These analyses how advantages of first- 
order closures for LES and suggest that the limiting effect of stratification should only be applied 
to the length-scales of vertical eddy-diffusivities of heat and scalars but not to those of momentum 
and dissipation. 
1. Introduction 
A large-eddy simulation (LES) resolves the energy-carrying motions but requires models for the 
mechanical dissipation rate and turbulent diffusivities by subgrid-scale (SGS) motions. If the grid scale 
A is small enough so that the subgrid turbulence behaves as locally isotropic and follows the 
Kolmogorov energy spectrum, then A and the SGS kinetic energy e are the controlling scales for the 
SGS model. In this case, the following models for the dissipation rate e and for the turbulent 
diffusivities Km, Kh, and Kc, for momentum, heat, and scalar concentrations, respectively, 
e 3/2 1 
e -- 1~ ' Km= line1~2' Kh = Kc = lhel/2' 1~ - -  , I m =- -  Cml , I h = Chl  , (1) 
cr 
can be deduced as shown by Lilly (1967) (details as in Schmidt and Schumann, 1989) with 
=(2~ 3/2 
l=A,  c~ \~)  n=0.845,  
4 1 (2) f 
= 0.08 6, c.--  - 0. 04, Cm \~ j  ~ \~)  37 rr 
1 Dedicated to Professor J.L. Lumley on the occasion of his 60th birthday. 
2 This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
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where ct = 1.6 and 7 = 1.34 are the Kolmogorov and Batchelor coefficients, i.e., the coefficients in the 
spectra of kinetic energy and temperature variance in the inertial subrange. In order to apply this 
model, a budget equation for the SGS energy e has to be integrated which includes shear production, 
buoyancy production, dissipation, diffusion, and advection of kinetic energy (see the Appendix). In 
contrast o second-order closure (SOC) models (Deardorff, 1973; Launder, 1975; Mellor and Yamada, 
1982), which solve additional budget equations for the fluxes, we call this a first-order closure model, 
although it contains the SOC's energy equation. In the classical Smagorinsky-Lilly model, see Lilly 
(1967), as used by Mason and Derbyshire (1990), the eddy diffusivities are proportional to the 
magnitude of local (resolvable) velocity deformation and to the square of the grid interval together 
with corrections as a function of the Richardson number. Schmidt and Schumann (1989) followed 
earlier proposals (e.g., Schemm and Lipps, 1976), and used an algebraically approximated SOC model. 
This model works well for small deviations from locally isotropic SGS turbulence, but the model is 
rather complex and has some realizability problems, as is explained in the Appendix. Moreover, aswe 
show in this paper, the advantages of this model are small in comparison with a first-order closure 
model. For these reasons, we now (Schumann, 1990; Krettenauer, 1991) prefer to use the first-order 
closure, i.e., (1) and (2). 
For stably stratified turbulence, the small-scale motions are no longer isotropic and vertical 
diffusion and dissipation are reduced. Deardorff (1973) found that the model given in (l) and (2) 
overestimates vertical SGS fluxes in stably stratified layers above the atmospheric boundary layer. 
Therefore, similar to Brost and Wyngaard (1978), Deardorff (1980) proposed reducing the length-scale 
l to a buoyancy scale I b which describes the height to which a fluid parcel of a given kinetic energy 
can rise until all the kinetic energy is converted into potential energy, 
0.76el/2 
l = min(A, Ib), I b  - -  N ' (3) 
as a function of SGS kinetic energy e and the local Brunt-Vfiis/ilfi frequency N of the stratified fluid. 
The coefficient 0.76 has no formal justification. For isotropic turbulence the coefficient should be 
(2)1/2= 0.82 instead; for realistic anisotropy, the coefficient could be much smaller. The buoyancy 
scale I b may become very small and this may cause numerical problems, in particular in the 
integration of the budget equation of SGS kinetic energy in which 1 enters inversely in the dissipation 
rate. 
A reduction of diffusion-related length-scales by stable stratification appears physically reasonable 
in view of the limited vertical displacements which fluid parcels can undergo in a stably stratified fluid 
layer. However, it is not clear whether the dissipation length-scale should be reduced in stably 
stratified flows because such flows may exhibit large kinetic energy from wavy motions with little 
energy transfer toward the smaller dissipating scales. In fact, Lumley's (1964) result for the energy 
spectrum in stratified turbulence as a function of wave number k, 
ff~(k) = tie 2/3 1 + \kb j  J k -5/3, k b ~- a -3/4 \~- j  , (4) 
integrated from ko = 2rc/A to infinity, for ko < kb, 
e ~ A2N 2 + ~- ,  (5) 
shows a first part of SGS energy that is related to wavy motions which are damped by buoyancy 
forces, while only the second part measures inertial-range nergy. The inverse of kb approximately 
equals the Ozmidov-scale (Ozmidov, 1965); this scale has to be much larger than LK = (v3/e)l/4, the 
Kolmogorov scale, in order to have overturning (active) turbulence (Vinnichenko et al., 1973; Gerz 
and Schumann, 1991). Lumley's spectrum predicts a k-3-shape for k << k b. Such spectral shapes are 
observed in the stratosphere, but, as discussed by Weinstock (1990), possibly for other reasons 
(breaking of saturated gravity waves instead of local shear and buoyancy interaction). 
Schmidt and Schumann (1989) neglected the effect of stratification on l but nevertheless found very 
good agreement with available data for the case of the atmospheric and the laboratory convective 
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Figure 1. (a) LES results of L~ = E3/2/e. versus height z for the CBL normalized by its height zi as obtained by Schmidt and 
Schumann (1989) (full curve with error bars), by Moeng and Wyngaard (1989) (dashed curve), by the model of Bougeault and 
Lacarrrre (1989) (dotted), and from measurements i  the atmosphere and the laboratory (symbols taken from Bougeault and 
Lacarrrre, 1989). (b) Same for the upslope boundary layer for various lope angles ct (ct = 90 ° for a vertical wall) from 
Schumann (1990). The vertical coordinate denotes the normal distance n above asloping surface normalized by the thickness du 
of the upslope layer which is the lateral position of the first zero of the upslope velocity. 
boundary layer (CBL) which is topped by a stable inversion and weakly stable fluid above the 
inversion. In fact their results are very similar to those obtained by Mason (1989), Moeng and 
Wyngaard (1989), and Nieuwstadt (1990), who used Deardorff's limitation by /b.HOwever, Ebert et al. 
(1989), who simulated the dispersion of passive tracers using the LES method of Schmidt and 
Schumann (1989), found rather large dispersion of tracers above the inversion which suggests that l 
should be reduced in the stable layer. 
From LES, we may deduce statistics of all turbulent scales. For example, Moeng and Wyngaard 
(1989) computed the length-scale L~ = E3/2/8, which is related to the kinetic energy E = u~2/2 (we 
apply the summation convention) of all motion scales (actually they evaluated L 2 = 23/2L~ and 
determined ~from the residuum of the energy balance whereas we determine ~ from the SGS model). 
The length-scale L~ is of utmost importance in SOC models which use prescribed length-scales as in 
Mellor and Yamada (1982) and others. Moeng and Wyngaard (1989) found that L~ is much larger 
than the predictions of previous SOC models within the mixed layer of the CBL. Figure l(a) plots the 
result which we deduced from their data for both the mixed layer and 'the stable layer above the 
inversion. Also plotted are the results which follow from the LES of Schmidt and Schumann (1989). 
We observe that both models give about the same result for the mixed layer but L~ is much larger 
from the latter study above the inversion. This increase of L, contradicts the expectation which forms 
the basis of Deardorff's (1980) proposal. Figure l(a) also includes data points which Bougeault and 
Lacarrrre (1989) deduced from various atmospheric and laboratory measurements and results from 
their parametrization. The data generally confirm our LES results. The parametrization also agrees 
very well with the LES results but predicts smaller L~ near and above the inversion. Druilhet et al. 
(1983) and Isaka and Guillemet (1983) measured issipation and variances of vertical velocity in and 
above atmospheric CBLs. Unfortunately, they did not measure the horizontal velocity variance so we 
cannot compute E. But even if we assume zero horizontal variance, their measurements imply an 
exponential increase in L~ above the inversion. 
Figure l(b) replots the result which was obtained in Schumann (1990) from LES of the upslope 
boundary layer for various slope angles. As shown in Schumann (1990), turbulence in the slope layer 
is driven mainly by buoyancy at small angles but mainly by shear at large angles. We note that L~ 
outside the boundary layer decreases with increasing slope angle. This suggests that the length-scale 
decreases with increasing importance of shear and becomes large for unsheared stable layers. 
Hunt et al. (1988, 1989) show that for Ri less than half, it is the mean shear S = dU/dz which 
determines L~. They propose L[  1= AB/z + A ,S /w '+ 1/L o. Here, w' is the rms-value of vertical 
velocity fluctuations, L o is the overall scale of the flow, and A B ~ 0.17 and A s - 0.46 are coefficients 
determining the relative importance of "blocking" by the lower surface and shear effects. Mason and 
Derbyshire (1990) tested Hunt's model and that of Brost and Wyngaard (1978) by comparing LES 
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results on dissipation with the model's prediction in neutral and stable layers, and found that Hunt's 
model compares better. 
As discussed by Bougeault and Lacarr6re (1989), Lilly et al. (1974), Weinstock (1978), and others 
deduced 
K h = Ch iN  -2 (6) 
with various values of Ch ~ 0.81 for the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient in the stratosphere. 
Weinstock (1990) has recently questioned this result; he now "believes" Ch to be close to ¼ (it might be 
noted that Weinstock uses a theoretical model with Km= Kh, i.e., a constant turbulent Prandtl 
number). Hunt et al. (1985) relate the diffusivity of heat to the variance of vertical velocity fluctuations, 
Kh -- Cyw'2 with Cy = 0.17 + 0.08. (7) 
N 
Mason and Derbyshire (1990) show that Cy is actually a function of the Richardson umber, at least 
for Richardson umbers less than the critical one. 
Zeman and Lumley (1976), Launder (1989), and others developed SOC models including budget 
equations for the dissipation rate e. They did not explicitly evaluate the magnitude of L,. 
Gerz and Schumann (1991) studied homogeneous stratified turbulence with and without shear by 
direct simulations (without SGS modeling) for moderate Reynolds numbers (Rex = 26.4). They found 
that shear increases dissipation for stably stratified flows but did not compute the value of the 
dissipation length-scales. As these simulations do not resolve the inertial range of turbulence, such an 
analysis can be of qualitative value only. 
In this paper we investigate the following questions: 
1. What consequences result from the energy balance, realizability, and the SOC model with 
respect o the model for SGS length-scales? 
2. How sensitive are LESs of turbulence and scalar dispersion with respect o the assumed model 
for these scales? 
3. What do the results of direct simulations of stably stratified sheared and unsheared homogen- 
eous turbulence suggest with respect o the scales? 
2. The Energy Budget and Length-Scales 
We consider the budget of SGS kinetic energy e in homogeneous turbulence under shear S = dU/dz 
(neglecting other shear components for brevity) and stable stratification, dT/dz > O, 
de 
dt = -u 'w 'S  + f l#w'T '  - e. (8) 
Taking gradient diffusivity approximations to the fluxes and the inertial-range approximation to 
dissipation, 
dT e 3/2 
u'w'  = - lmel /2S,  w 'T '  = --lhel/2 az ' e = ~- ,  (9) 
implies, in steady state, with N 2 = fig dT/dz (/~ is the volumetric expansion coefficient, g is gravity, and 
N is the Brunt-V/iis/il/i frequency), 
e = l~(lm $2 - lhN2). (10) 
Realizability (in a much simpler way than discussed in Schumann (1977)) requires that the bracketed 
expression stays nonnegative for vanishing energy, i.e., 
I m N 2 
- ->R i= for e --+ 0. (11) 
lh ~-  
SOC models, as deduced by Mellor and Yamada (1982), show that the vertical heat flux becomes 
reduced for stable stratification. A similar SOC model has been used in Schmidt and Schumann 
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Figure 2. Turbulent Prandtl number Pr t normalized with its value for neutral stratifica- 
tion versus gradient Richardson umber Ri. Dots and circles denote experimental data by 
Webster (1964), the dashed curve is Launder's (1975) model result, error bars indicate the 
results from direct numerical simulations of Gerz et al. (1989), and the full curve depicts 
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(1989), see the Appendix. In fact, from that model, (41), we find, for strong positive vertical tempera- 
ture gradients (i.e., for (OT/Oxi) 2 ~- (OT/Oz)2), 
Chl l 
lh : 1 -I- 0.312 N2/e' lm= cml' l~ = --'c~ (12) 
where l = A is taken as the controlling scale for the SGS motions. This model is consistent with the 
realizability constraint, since I h --, 0 for e--, 0, N2> 0. Moreover, (12) implies a turbulent Prandtl 
number 
K m l m (1 4- 0.3A2N2/e)Cm 
Pr  t - - - (13) 
Kh lh Ch 
The variation of Pr t with Richardson umber Ri agrees perfectly with the results of Gerz et al. (1989), 
see Figure 2, if we set A2NZ/e = ShZRi, where Sh = SAle u2 is the shear number, and use Sh = 3.01 as 
in the simulations. As a further point, the above result for lh implies an eddy diffusivity for heat, 
K h = lh el~2, which satisfies 
C h e 3/2 C h 
Kh -- 0.3 AN ~ -- 0.3 c~N 2' (14) 
in the limit to very stable stratification, i.e., for A2N2/e >> 1. This result is consistent with (6), if 
C h = 0.794. The close agreement with the result 0.81 given by Weinstock (1978) should be taken as 
incidental but shows that our analysis is consistent with previous theories. It is also consistent with 
Hunt et al. (1985, equation (7)), if w'Z/E scales as E/(NA), i.e., if the anisotropy of the velocities 
becomes large for strong stability, which is reasonable. Hence, (12) gives a reasonable set of length- 
scales for a first-order SGS model. In an SOC model, the length-scales for momentum and heat 
should have a constant ratio because the stratification effects enter such a model explicitly. 
3. Sensitivity Study Using LES of the CBL 
We apply the LES method of Schmidt and Schumann (1989) to the buoyancy-driven CBL (with zero 
mean shear) using either the algebraic SOC model as summarized in the Appendix, or one of the 
following alternative versions of first-order SGS models: 
(A) (Constant SGS.) Equations (1) and (2) with l = min(A, cLz). 
(B) (Deardorff-type model.) Same as (A) but l = min(A, cLz, lb) and 1 b = max(0.1A, 0.76eU2/N). The 
lower limit 0.1A for Ib has been included heuristically to avoid division by zero. 
(C) (Stability limited vertical scalar diffusion.) 
e 3/2 le x/2 
= c~ 1 ' Km= cmlem' Kh = Kc = Oh-1 + 0.3A2N2/e ' (15) 
with l = min(A, cLz) as in case A. For horizontal fluxes, K h = Kc = chle 1/2. 
In all cases, e L = 0.845. 
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Figure 3. LES results for a CBL at t = 7zl/w, as obtained for the SOC model (full curves) and for the first-order closure 
models, versions A (dotted), B (dashed), and C (dash-dotted), showing normalized profiles of (a) vertical temperature flux, (b) 
vertical velocity variance, (c) horizontal velocity variance ~ and concentration f a scalar c, and (d) dissipation rate in 
logarithmic scales; the circles represent data from Guillemet et al. (1983) for a CBL with little mean wind. In (a)-(c) total and 
SGS contributions are plotted separately. 
In order to exhibit clearly the effect of the SGS model, we use a rather coarse grid compared with 
that used in Schmidt and Schumann (1989) (40 x 40 x 15 instead of 160 x 160 x 48) and a reduced 
horizontal domain size (3.2 instead of 5 times the height zi of the CBL). The computing time for such 
a run on a CRAY-YMP amounts to 450 s. All other parameters are as in the previous paper. The 
results are normalized by the convective scales w, = (flgw'T~'zi) l/a, T,  = w' T~'/w,, and z~, where w'T~' 
is the surface temperature flux. 
Figure 3 shows those mean profiles which are most sensitive to the model variants. We see that the 
mean profiles are generally as those obtained for much finer resolution by Schmidt and Schumann 
(1989). The SGS contributions are small throughout he mixed layer even for the coarse resolution. 
The differences between the various model versions are small. Some differences can be noted, however: 
the SGS heat flux at the inversion (z/z~ ~-1) becomes negative in version A but is small or even 
slightly positive in versions B and C which use stability-limited length-scales. In the models this comes 
from the fact that downward (negative) heat fluxes are related to a very stable stratification for which 
the smaller scale Ib becomes effective, whereas positive fluxes occur in unstable parts of the flow where 
the larger scale A applies. Therefore, on average, the SGS flux becomes positive. This is an advantage 
because spectral analysis of the entrainment heat-flux has shown (see Figure 12 of Schmidt and 
Schumann, 1989) that the small-scale flux should be positive. In fact, such positive SGS fluxes have 
been computed by Moeng and Wyngaard (1989) using the stability-limited length-scales whereas the 
SGS flux in Schmidt and Schumann (1989) was negative at the inversion. 
The SGS variances, see Figure 2(b) and (c), near the inversion are largest in the SOC model but 
smallest in version B. Version C is close to the SOC results. In the lower part of the mixed layer, all 
model versions give about the same results, except for the lowest two grid levels, where the SOC 
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model gives a smoother profile. But the differences in the resolved variances are very small. Hence, 
changes in the length-scales affect the results ignificantly only in the stable part. 
Important differences can also be seen in Figure 3(d) where we compare the dissipation results with 
measurements of Guillemet et al. (1983). Below the inversion, data and simulations agree quite well 
for all model versions. At the inversion and above, however, models A and B underestimate the 
dissipation data considerably, whereas the SOC version and version C are quite close to the data. 
Hence, it is essential that the SGS model accounts for the reduced vertical heat flux at the inversion 
whereas reduction of the dissipation scale, as in version B, gives the wrong trend. Moreover, versions 
A and B have realizability problems. This can be seen from the small values of dissipation which 
reflect very small SGS energies. In fact, we had to enforce the energy to stay above a limit, like 
10-6w2., in versions A and B, in order to prevent the energy e from becoming negative. 
Figure 3(c) shows vertical profiles of tracer concentration c at the final time of the simulations. This 
tracer was initialized such that it is zero everywhere except in the 12th grid layer (1.1 < z/zi < 1.2) 
where it is set to unity at t = 0. Because of stable stratification at that level, we expect very little 
dispersion. The LES results show, however, that the concentration peak became reduced to less than 
0.25. The peak concentrations in the various versions differ by up to 18% relative to each other. 
Concentration stays largest in version A, whereas variants B and C, in spite of reduced length-scales, 
give stronger dispersion. This is surprising and cannot be explained completely. As discussed by 
Ebert et al. (1989), some of the resultant differences might be caused by numerical diffusion induced 
by the discrete approximation of advection with the resolved vertical motions. Smaller vertical 
motions cause less numerical diffusion. 
In general, however, version C is in close agreement with the SOC results. Hence, the simple model 
C gives satisfactory esults in most respects, even for the coarse grid. 
4. Length-Scales in Sheared and Unsheared Stratified Turbulence 
From direct simulations of Gerz and Schumann (1991), we evaluate SGS energies and dissipation 
rates 
f2o f/ e(A) = /~(k) dkl 8(A) = 8rc2v k2/~(k) dk, (16) 
~/A ~/A  
where v is the molecular viscosity,/£(k) is the actual energy spectrum of the simulated results, and A is 
the assumed grid scale of an LES representation f the flow. The integrals are actually implemented 
as sums over the discrete wave-number space where the upper limit ends at the maximum wave 
number esolved by the 643 grid of the direct simulations. From the results we compute the SGS 
dissipation-scale I~(A)= e(A)3/2/~(A). In Figure 4 l JA is plotted for various values of A/L at time 
Vot/l o = 3 of the direct simulations, where v 0 and l o are the rms velocity and the integral length-scale 
of the turbulent fields at initialization of the direct simulations. Results at nondimensional times 2 and 
4 look qualitatively similar. The results are plotted versus the normalized Brunt-V~iisfilfi frequency 
Nlo/v o which is identical to the inverse of the Froude number F for unsheared turbulence and which 
Figure 4. Direct numerical simulation results for dissipation 
length-scale l~ = e3/2/~, stability-scale I b = e l /2 /N ,  and (in the 
sheared case) the shear limited scale l~ = (A -1 + AsS/e l l2 )  -1,  over 
grid-scale A for (a) unsheared and (b) sheared turbulence versus 
normalized Brunt-V~iisfil~ frequency N at time t ro l l  o = 3 for 
various values of L /A .  L = 4~,  l o = 0.9044, v 0 = 0.8226, and 
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equals the product of the shear number Sho = S(lo/vo) times the square root of the gradient Richardson 
number Ri in the sheared cases. 
From (1) and (2) we expect l~/A = e3/Z/(eA) = c~ -1 - 1.18, for high Reynolds number turbulence with 
A in the inertial subrange. However, Figure 4 shows that l~/A depends on A and is smaller than this 
value. Obviously, the Reynolds number (as dictated by the limited grid) is far too low to resolve the 
inertial range. In fact, at the end of the simulation period for Nlo/vo > 2, the direct simulations reach 
a state where the Ozmidov scale becomes small and comparable with the Kolmogorov scale. 
Therefore, we must be cautious in conclusions with respect o high Reynolds number flows. Never- 
theless, the results show clearly different rends of the dissipation scale with increasing stratification. 
The scale l~ increases lightly in the unsheared case but decreases in the sheared case. The changes in 
the scale are caused by changes in the energy spectrum. Larger scales imply a steeper decrease of the 
energy spectrum with increasing wave number and vice versa. In the unsheared case, stable stratifica- 
tion suppresses the nonlinear interactions o that less energy is cascading down to small-scale 
motions. This is corroborated by results on the velocity-derivative skewness hown by Gerz and 
Schumann (1991) which decreases with increasing stability. On the other hand, shear excites small- 
scale motions either directly (if there is momentum transfer at small scales) or by re-establishing the 
cascade process. As discussed by Gerz and Schumann (1991), shear may cause wave-breaking at small 
scales due to an effectively smaller Richardson number at smaller scales. This interpretation is 
consistent with results of Thorpe (1978) which show that shear enhances breaking of internal waves. 
Such wave-breaking enhances mall-scale motions with the effect that dissipation grows more (or 
decreases less) than energy above the cut-off wavelength A with the effect of decreasing length-scale ~. 
These results have consequences with respect o the ratio of the scales for momentum and heat 
transfer. If I m would decrease like In for strong stratification, then the SGS model would be unable to 
model the shear effect on stratified flows. Therefore, these results corroborate that I m should stay finite 
even for strong stratification because otherwise shear production would become small. 
Also plotted in Figure 4 are the stability-scale I b = el/2/N and the shear-scale Is as in Hunt et al. 
(1988, 1989) for A s = 0.46. We see that lb decreases much more quickly than l~ with increasing 
stratification and, hence, (3) overestimates the effect of stratification. On the other hand, l, approxim- 
ates the trend of l~ correctly, although some adjustment of the numerical coefficients might be required 
for an SGS model. 
5. Conclusions and Discussion 
With regard to the questions tated in the introduction we conclude from the results of this study: 
1. Our analyses based on the energy budget, its realizability, and on the algebraic SOC model 
of Schmidt and Schumann (1989) imply SGS length-scales for first-order gradient-diffusion 
approximation asgiven in (12) and (15). 
2. LESs of turbulence and scalar dispersion are only weakly sensitive with respect o the assumed 
model for the SGS length-scales. Even for a very coarse grid, the differences induced by various 
models are less than about 18~ for the maximum concentration results. However, there are 
some features, like the SGS entrainment flux and dissipation at the inversion and above in the 
stably stratified parts, which are obviously more correctly represented by a first-order model 
with a reduced scale for lh in the stably stratified part. 
3. Results of direct simulation of stably stratified sheared and unsheared homogeneous turbulence 
at moderate Reynolds number show that the SGS dissipation-scale stays about constant or even 
increases lightly with increasing stratification i  an unsheared flow but decreases in sheared 
cases, at least for the Reynolds numbers the direct simulations can tackle. Even with shear, 
the decrease is much less than predicted by Deardorff (1980). Therefore we do not re- 
commend his proposal. In strongly sheared turbulence, it might be reasonable to replace A by 
(A- l+ AsS~ell2) -1. The value A s = 0.46 given by Hunt et al. (1989) cannot be confirmed by 
direct simulations but may be used as a first guess for SGS modeling. 
This dissipation length-scale should also be predictable by SOC models, as those of Zeman and 
Lumley (1976) and Launder (1989), which include a transport equation for dissipation. Such models 
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describe the effects from energy production rates by shear P =-u~uj  a~/ax~ and buoyancy B = 
f lgw'T '  on kinetic energy E and dissipation 5. Hence such models can be used to determine the 
dissipation length-scale L~ = E3/2/e. For this purpose, we consider the models in the case of local 
equilibrium, i.e., for small advective and diffusive fluxes and small departures from steady state. 
Moreover, we assume small departures from the isotropic state so that all corrections in the SOC 
model in terms of invariants in the departure-from-isotropy tensor (Zeman and Lumley, 1976) can be 
neglected. Under these conditions the models have the form 
at - P + B - 5, ~t - E (c , lP  + c,3B - c,2f). (17) 
Zeman and Lumley (1976) used c,t = 0.475, c,2 = 1.9, and c~3 = 1.9, while Launder (1989) now prefers 
c~1 = 1, c~2 = 1.92, and c~3 = 1. Since 
aL~ 3 E 1/2 dE E 3/2 as 
at --2 ~ at 82 at' (18) 
the models predict 
aL~ 
- E1/2 {(1.5 -- c~)e  + (1.5 - c,3)B - (1.5 - ca)e} (19) 
at 8 
or, for 8 -~ P + B, 
aL~ _ E 1/2 
at 8 
{(C~2 -- Cel )P  W (cE2 -- c~3)n }. (20) 
For positive differences of the coefficients in the above equation (as is the case in Launder (1989)), it 
predicts that both shear and buoyant convection (B > 0) increase the length-scale. This differs from 
our understanding and numerical results for the flows studied in this paper. This is a simple, perhaps 
too simplified, analysis, but it shows that SOC models have problems in predicting the dissipation 
and its related length-scale. 
In view of the additional realizability problems of the SOC models (see the Appendix and 
Schumann (1977)), we now prefer the first-order SGS model, (1) and (2), for LES and propose using 
l = A (except for the surface adjacent grid cells) for the dissipation and for momentum diffusivity, but 
the smaller scale, as given in (12), for the SGS eddy diffusivities of vertical diffusion in stably stratified 
turbulence. This recommendation is consistent with the understanding (Lumley, 1964) that the energy 
cascade from small to high wave numbers becomes reduced with increasingly stable stratification. 
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Appendix. The SOC SGS Model 
This appendix summarizes the algebraic SOC model as derived by Schemm and Lipps (1976), Schmidt 
and Schumann (1989), and Ebert et al. (1989), and identifies its realizability limitations not discussed 
before. The model corresponds to the "first-order" closure model, as used in this paper, for specific 
model parameter values, which are given below. The SGS fluxes are approximated in terms of the 
resolved fields and the SGS kinetic energy e = u~2/2, for which we integrate the closed model-equation 
De _~._,d~, T' e3'2 
- u~u j~-  + fl#w' + - - -  (21) Dt Oxj dx iL  3''3m~ ax~J c~m l 
The turbulent heat, mass, and momentum fluxes and their respective anisotropic omponents, 
Ai j  = UiU ~ --  2 6ije, (22) 
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are determined from the following set of algebraically approximated SOC equations: 
/a~i , e 1/2 
2 ~,  2 ' ' (23) 0 = --(1 -- Cam)3e \ox j  |~- - + ~3xiJ + (1 -- CBm ) [flg(t~i3U j T '  + 6jau i T'  - gJiju 3 T )] - -  CRm~i--Aij , 
2 t~T e 112_  
C, RT ~-  Ui# ,.r,# 0 = - (1  - car)~eff~x~ + (1 - CBT)f lgT '2~i3 - -  1  (24) 
2 ~ e l / 2 - -  
C /L! 0 = - (1 - car)~eff~x~ + (1 - cBr)flg ~' T'6i3 - Rr~-u i~,  (25) 
, , dT  el/2 T'2 (26) 
O = - 2uj T ~ - c~r l ' 
~dT  .~t~ ell2~k'T ' 
0 = - . jo  - T - r / (27)  
Here, ~k denotes any passive scalar concentration field. In deriving this set of SOC equations, it has 
been assumed (Schemm and Lipps, 1976) that local time derivatives, advective fluxes, and anisotropic 
production rates contribute little to the anisotropic omponents of the fluxes. 
The length-scale l is prescribed as a function of height z above the surface and of the average mesh 
spacing A by 
l = min(A, clz), A = ½(Ax + Ay + Az). (28) 
Most model coefficients can be determined from the spectra of kinetic energy and temperature 
variance in the inertial-convective subrange of locally isotropic turbulence. For details see Schmidt 
and Schumann (1989) and Ebert et al. (1989). 
C~m = 0.845, C~r = C~r = 2.02, Cam = 0.55, CBm = 0.55, Car = car = 0.50, 
(29) 
CBT = CB r = 0.50, CRm = 3.50, CRr = C~r = 1.63, C3m = 0.2, Cl = C~m. 
The first-order model is retained if we set CBm = CBr = CB r = 1. 
The SOC SGS model, (23)-(26), can be rewritten as 
Aij = (1 - Cam)~e t~x j  + + Bij , (30) CRm e V2 OXW 
= (1 - C m) g(uj + u r%3 -   iju; r ') ,  (31) 
l [ 2 t ? '  J u;T '= CRreV2 (1 -- C~r)~e~x i -  (1 -- CnT)~OT-~Oi3 , (32) 
I [ (1 2 0t~ 1 ui~'  = CRTel/2 -- car)~eff~Xi -- (1 -- CBr)##T~"7~"6i3 , (33) 
T, 2 = 21 [ -~, ,  dT]  r (,34) 
In this form it becomes obvious that the buoyancy fluxes cause a deviation from the pure gradient- 
flux form. 
The fluxes and variances can be determined explicitly by solving the above linear system of 
equations. Using the abbreviations 
2 1 - ca~ 4 (1 - CBm)(1 - -  Ca/ ,  ) 
- , CB = , (35)  
C~ 3 CRm 9 CRraCRT 
__  2 1 - car (36) 2 1 - Car % _ - - ,  
cv - 3 CRT ' 3 CRr 
and 
G = 2(1 - CBr) flol2, GO, - 1 - cB¢, flol~ , (37) 
CRTCeT e CRoC~o e 
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we obtain 
All  = --c, lel/22~x - cfl2flO _lOzfOR 1G(Of/Ox')2 GOT/Oz)' (38) 
A22=-c Je l /22~@--e f l z f19{~ G(Of/Ox')Z~ (39) 
1 + GOf/OzJ' 
~z {of G(Of/Ox,)2 ~ (40) A33 = -cje'22 + 2c"12 g f + o :J' 
OR G(OT/Ox')2 1 (41) 
w'r'=-cJe "2 iYo J' 
c,r 1 + GOT/Oz ~OXi/ 
1 1 r or c, Gl o6(of)21 
O'T' - - I (e 0 -t- c~)l 2 = (43) 
c~ 0 1 + G~OT/OzL OxjOxj 1 + GOT/Oz Oz \Oxi,l l" 
Once these fluxes are computed, the remaining flux components follow from (30) to (33). In order to 
ensure finite positive solutions, 1 + GOT/Oz and 1 + G~,Of/Oz have to be replaced by unity if they 
become less than one, respectively. 
One purpose of this appendix is to point out a further realizability problem related to this SOC 
SGS model. This problem was noted by Krettenauer (1991) in applications of the present model in 
simulations of the CBL using a very coarse grid. He showed that the model predicts negative 
shear-induced production rates P near the surface and explained this fact as follows: The production 
__!,/,/r} rate is P = 2,.~,.j~u, where D u = O~i/Ox~ + O~j/Oxi is the resolved velocity deformation tensor. Using 
(30) and the continuity equation, Du = 0, results in 
l 
P = ½Km(Oij) 2 "4- 2CRmel/2 BqDq. (44) 
Here, the first part, with K m = cvle 1/2, is positive definite, but the second term can be of either sign. If 
we insert he explicit equations for the fluxes, we obtain 
P=½Km(Dq)2+~c" f lo l2 [  13 ~-x -~- 23~y 31- 33k~ iT  G ~ J ~  (45) 
Obviously the last term may balance the first term and cause a negative shear production rate of 
large magnitude (even exceeding the buoyant production rate). This can happen in particular for 
coarse grids, i.e., for large values of 12. In practice, this causes problems mainly in the lowest grid cells 
where both the temperature and the velocity derivatives may become large. In numerical applications, 
the problem is overcome by replacing negative shear production rates by zero. The realizability 
problem is absent from the first-order closure model and for this reason we now prefer the simpler 
approach. However, as can be seen from the comparisons in Figure 3, the quantitative consequences 
of this problem are small. 
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